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Is 3-DoF haptic position feedback sufficient for exact positioning of a
robotic endoscope end-effector in the human knee?
Esther I. Zoller1 , Gregorio Aiello 1 , Azhar Zam 2 , Philippe C. Cattin 3 , Georg Rauter
Abstract— Minimally invasive robot-assisted laser osteotomy
poses new challenges for tele-manipulation. The surgeon does
not only need to move the end-effector to a desired position
inside the patient's body, but also to a specific orientation for
the laser beam to cut the bone at the desired angle. The herein
proposed work investigates if haptic position feedback in form
of a path controller (also known as virtual fixture) in addition to
visual feedback improves the time and path length to reach the
target pose using a teleoperation system. In a pilot study in a
virtual environment, we showed that both the time to the target
position and the covered path length could be reduced by the
haptic feedback. However, most of the time spent on the task
was invested to reach the target orientation. Therefore, more
investigations will be needed to determine if haptic feedback
can improve the human's performance also for end-effector
orientation.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. System
A virtual environment was built in Unity (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA) and consisted of a simulated
knee as well as a capsule simulating the endoscope's endeffector. A red line indicated the desired path of the endeffector from the initial position to the desired end-position.
When the end-effector was moved, a blue trace indicated the
performed movement. To help find the desired orientation,
three parallel red laser pointers were fixed on the virtual endeffector. These pointers had to be matched with three blue
points on the knee surface that indicated the target pose and
changed their color to green as soon as they were hit by the
respective laser pointer (see figure 1).

I. INTRODUCTION
Unicondylar knee arthroplasty (UKA) is an increasingly
common surgery to treat osteoarthrosis, accounting for
roughly 10% of all knee arthroplasties [1]. However, also
UKA implants fail and one of the reasons might be unprecise
implant placement which could result from inaccurate bone
cuts [2]. The project MIRACLE (Minimally Invasive RobotAssisted Computer-guided Laser OsteotomE) therefore aims
to provide a robotic endoscope that allows performing these
bone cuts very precisely using a laser. First results of robotassisted bone-cutting with laser during open surgery could
show higher accuracy and faster bone healing in comparison
with cutting bone using conventional mechanical tools [3].
However, changing the setup from open surgery to minimally
invasive surgery leads to new challenges. One of these new
challenges is the manipulation of the endoscope end-effector
to reach the exact pose (position and orientation) where the
cut will be performed. Therefore, we investigate if haptic
feedback by the means of a path controller (also called
virtual fixtures) is beneficial for the surgeon's performance in
a virtual teleoperation task guiding an endoscope to a desired
pose.
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Fig. 1. Virtual environment of the knee. Left: View of the endoscopic
camera. Both the target position and the correct orientation have been
reached (indicated by the red laser pointers from the endoscope that match
the green target points on the knee). Right: Overview showing the endoscope
position relative to the knee as well as the desired path (red) and recorded
trace (blue).

To control the pose of the virtual end-effector, a Geomagic
Touch (Geomagic Inc., Morrisville, NC, USA) input device
was used. While providing information about both the position and orientation of the stylus, the Geomagic Touch only
allows to actively control its position (3 degrees of freedom
force feedback). For test conditions that included haptic
feedback, a path control algorithm was implemented in
Matlab/Simulink R2016a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA). This path controller allows free movement along the
desired path without inducing time constraints. As soon as
the end-effector position deviates from the path, a distancedependent compliant force towards the shortest point on
the path helps to stay on the path. The communication
between the force rendering in Matlab/Simulink, the virtual
reality, and the interface for the Geomagic Touch (written in
CHAI3D (www.chai3d.org)) was realized on one PC using
UDP as a data transfer protocol.

B. Experiments
Pilot tests were performed with one member of our lab
that was not familiar with the system. The task consisted
in manipulating the virtual end-effector from a starting to
a target pose along a predefined straight path with an equal
emphasis on speed and accuracy. The task was considered to
be completed as soon as the three laser pointers of the endeffector were all aligned with the three target points on the
knee. Experiments were carried out in two conditions: With
and without haptic feedback. The subject was introduced to
the system two days before the experiments and given the
chance to practice both conditions for about 5 minutes each.
On the day of the experiments, the first trial in each condition
was regarded as a practice trial for the subject to get
refamiliarized with the task. The subject then completed the
task 15 times in total, starting with the non-haptic condition
and then alternating conditions. For each task the time to
completion and the pose of the end-effector at all time points
were recorded. The whole task was intrinsically divided into
reaching the rough target position (computed as entering a
sphere with a radius of 5mm centered at the target position
for the first time) and orienting the end-effector correctly
inside this sphere. Therefore, the performance measures
analyzed were time from initial position to the rough target
position (to position), time from the rough target position to
the exact target pose (to orientation), trace length from initial
position to the rough target position (to position), and trace
length from the rough target position to the exact target pose
(to orientation). As this study used a single-subject design,
we first conducted a lag-1 autocorrelation analysis to test for
serial dependency. None of the four performance measures
showed a substantial autocorrelation coefficient (r < 0.5),
and therefore a conventional t-test was used to analyze the
data [4].
III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the traces recorded during two trials with
different conditions (haptic and non-haptic).

no haptic guidance (p < 0.001 and p < 0.05, respectively).
Regarding the path length covered, haptic guidance only
decreased the path length to the target position (p < 0.01),
but not the path length to achieve the target orientation
(p > 0.05).

Fig. 3. Time and path length needed to complete the task in both the haptic
(blue) and non-haptic (orange) conditions (mean ± standard deviation). The
total time/path length are composed of the time/path length to the rough
position and the time/path length to the exact orientation.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The task required both a very exact positioning and
orientation of the virtual endoscope end-effector. While the
rough positioning was achieved relatively fast by the subject,
the local positioning and orientation of the stylus seemed
to be very challenging (an average of 64% (± 11%) of
the total time was invested for orienting the end-effector
correctly in the haptic condition (for the non-haptic condition
this was 56% ± 16%)). The path-controller could improve
time to completion compared to the condition without haptic
feedback. Important to note is that a path control algorithm
such as implemented in this work does not include any
time constraints and therefore the control over the movement
of the end-effector stays with the operator at all times.
We conclude that while not being crucial, haptic feedback
accelerates reaching an exact pose with an endoscope endeffector and leads to less deviation from a target path.
However, it seems that subjects could especially profit from
a better feedback (maybe also in form of a path controller)
for the more challenging orientation task.
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Fig. 2. Path data for both a trial with haptic and visual (blue, solid)
and only visual (orange, dashed) feedback. The red line indicates the direct
path from the starting to the target point. The light blue sphere indicates
the location of the rough target position, i.e. all points within 5mm of the
target position.

Figure 3 shows the mean completion times as well as the
mean path lengths covered. With haptic guidance, both the
time to position and to orientation were reduced compared to
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